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genetic rescue

Immigration can rescue a population from extinction by either
increasing its size or increasing population fitness (3). The term
“demographic rescue” refers to increases in numbers of individuals that buffer a population against stochastic fluctuations
and reduce Allee effects, which are processes that small populations often face (3, 9, 10). A larger population size may also
have long-term effects on population fitness. For instance, the
increase in numbers may give a declining population time to adapt
to a challenging environment, even if migrants do not immediately
bring about an appreciable genetic change (11). On the other
hand, if migrants are not adapted, they may slow the process of
adaptation via swamping (12–14).
The term “genetic rescue” is defined as an increase in population fitness due to the genetic contributions of immigrants (15)
via reducing inbreeding depression or facilitating adaptation by
enhancing genetic variation (2, 4, 6, 7, 15, 16). Some authors use
genetic rescue to refer only to the reduction in inbreeding depression with outcrossing, excluding adaptive processes (10, 17).
Our definition above follows the broader sense (6, 15).
Both demographic rescue and genetic rescue can be potent,
but their relative strengths and effects are completely unknown.
Moreover, rescue via managed movement of individuals may not
always be needed. In some cases, populations could simply adapt
to the changed environment, leading to increased population
growth rates and population sizes. This process has been called
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Preventing extinction of small populations in rapidly changing
environments is crucial to long-term preservation of diversity,
because the creation of large reserves is often not feasible. An
option immediately available to managers is bringing migrants in to increase size or improve genetic composition of
populations at risk. We experimentally manipulate different
types and combinations of migrants to evaluate which will be
most effective in rescuing populations from extinction. We
find that migration of numerous individuals can reduce the
probability of extinction. However, migration of just a few
genetically distinct individuals both reduces probability of
extinction and dramatically increases fitness and population
size. We suggest managers with limited conservation resources
should prioritize genetic rescue over increasing demographic
size for small populations.
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uman activities, climate change, and habitat loss are putting
thousands of species at risk for extinction (1). Traditional
conservation approaches that concentrate on improving habitat
quality and size are becoming challenging to implement as human populations expand and degrade natural resources at an
ever increasing rate. Thus, conservation efforts that are constrained by the availability of habitat may instead need to focus
on improving a species’ prospect of survival by maintaining sufficient population sizes and supporting the ability of populations
to adapt to changing conditions. The most successful approaches
are likely to be eco-evolutionary in focus, and thus aim to manipulate evolutionary processes such as inbreeding and the potential for adaptation, to influence ecological dynamics and,
ultimately, population persistence.
Eco-evolutionary approaches often rely on facilitating movement
of individuals among small, threatened populations (2). Brown and
Kodric-Brown (3) showed theoretically that immigration in natural
systems can save small populations from extinction and referred to
this process as the “rescue effect.” This phenomenon has since been
well documented (4–8), and human-facilitated immigration has
been used to rescue populations threatened by degraded habitat or
inbreeding depression, and to re-establish populations where they
have been locally extirpated.
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Setting aside high-quality large areas of habitat to protect threatened populations is becoming increasingly difficult as humans
fragment and degrade the environment. Biologists and managers
therefore must determine the best way to shepherd small populations through the dual challenges of reductions in both the number
of individuals and genetic variability. By bringing in additional
individuals, threatened populations can be increased in size (demographic rescue) or provided with variation to facilitate adaptation and reduce inbreeding (genetic rescue). The relative strengths
of demographic and genetic rescue for reducing extinction and
increasing growth of threatened populations are untested, and
which type of rescue is effective may vary with population size.
Using the flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum) in a microcosm experiment, we disentangled the genetic and demographic components of rescue, and compared them with adaptation from
standing genetic variation (evolutionary rescue in the strictest
sense) using 244 experimental populations founded at either a
smaller (50 individuals) or larger (150 individuals) size. Both types
of rescue reduced extinction, and those effects were additive. Over
the course of six generations, genetic rescue increased population
sizes and intrinsic fitness substantially. Both large and small populations showed evidence of being able to adapt from standing
genetic variation. Our results support the practice of genetic rescue
in facilitating adaptation and reducing inbreeding depression, and
suggest that demographic rescue alone may suffice in larger populations even if only moderately inbred individuals are available
for addition.
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population as the receiving population. Thus, the genetic composition of the populations was altered minimally. Populations in
the genetic rescue treatment had one (small populations) or
three (large populations) beetles replaced one-for-one with individuals from an alternate source population with a different
genetic background. This treatment thus had no effect on population size, but the immigrants could both reduce inbreeding
and supply adaptive variation because they came from a distinct
population that was less maladapted to the experimental environment than the receiving population (SI Methods and Table
S1). We chose one migrant for small populations for two reasons: to keep the migration rate lower than one migrant per
generation (29) and because individuals adapted to a challenging
environment are likely to be limiting. We tripled that number for
large populations to keep the treatments proportional. The
combination of the demographic and genetic rescue treatments
entailed increasing population size by adding multiple individuals
from the same source population and one (small populations) or
three (large populations) migrants from the alternate source
population. We tracked populations for six generations (including
two generations before adding immigrants) and evaluated extinction, population size, and changes in intrinsic fitness following rescue.
Results
Extinction. Large populations only went extinct without immi-

gration (evolutionary rescue). All three of the rescue treatments
that included migration prevented extinction of large populations entirely (Fig. 1). Small populations experienced more
extinctions than large populations (F1, 238 = 14.4, P = 0.0002),
with the most extinctions occurring in the evolutionary
rescue treatment (Fig. 1). Demographic and genetic rescue both
reduced extinction (Fig. 1; demographic: F1, 238 = 5.11, P =
0.025; genetic: F1, 238 = 4.05, P = 0.045), and their effects were
additive (F1, 238 = 0.07, P = 0.792; Table S2), giving the overall
large
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“evolutionary rescue” (10, 17–21). Research on evolutionary rescue initially focused on adaptation to a challenging environment
from standing variation (18, 21), but, clearly, populations might
adapt more quickly if migrants arrive carrying alleles that facilitate adaptation to the degraded habitat (22). The concept of
evolutionary rescue can include migration as well (10, 23). Thus,
there is an area of overlap in the use of the terms “genetic” and
“evolutionary” rescue. For our purposes here, we use the term
evolutionary rescue in the strictest sense of adaptation to a
challenging environment from standing variation. Regardless of
the exact process, the defining feature of any rescue effect is
higher population size and/or an increase in intrinsic fitness in
a given habitat.
In an ideal situation, when trying to improve the prospects of a
population that is at risk for extinction, a manager would bring in
many genetically variable individuals that are adapted to the environment. Such individuals would solve both demographic and
genetic challenges faced by the population that is at risk (24).
However, such individuals typically are a limiting resource. To aid
in effective management, it is therefore critical to disentangle the
relative importance of demographic and genetic processes. Because greater numbers of migrants harbor greater genetic diversity
in most natural populations (25, 26), the best way to separate
these processes is with experiments in which numbers of individuals and the genetic variation they harbor do not covary.
Furthermore, the relative importance of demographic and genetic processes may be context-dependent. For instance, the role
of purely demographic processes will depend upon population
size, potentially being more important when populations are
smaller (25, 27). Understanding the relative importance of genetic
and demographic processes and how they compare with adaptation from standing variation will fill a fundamental knowledge gap
that only experimental eco-evolutionary research can fully resolve.
Here, we manipulate immigration to small failing populations
to evaluate their eco-evolutionary dynamics and understand better
how to rescue populations from extinction. We experimentally
partitioned the demographic and genetic effects of immigration
using microcosms of the red flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum)
(28). We exposed replicate experimental populations to a challenging novel environment (an alternative carbohydrate source
and lower nutrient availability) to simulate a degraded habitat
pushing a small population toward extinction. Our choice of environment was such that the expected density-independent, finite
rate of increase of populations without rescue (i.e., intrinsic fitness) would be less than 1, and thus those populations would
decline to extinction without adaptation. We studied experimental
populations founded at two sizes: 50 or 150 individuals. These
sizes are both small enough to represent situations that would be
of immediate concern to natural resource managers but large
enough that extinction should take more than one generation in
most cases. Below, we refer to these different sets of experimental
populations as “small” and “large.” We expected these differences
in population size to affect the feasibility of evolutionary rescue
and the relative importance of demographic and genetic mechanisms contributing to rescue from extinction.
Each experimental population received one of four treatments:
evolutionary rescue, in which no immigrants were added; demographic rescue, in which population size was increased; genetic
rescue, in which genetic variation was added; and a combination
of demographic and genetic rescue. All treatments were implemented one time, in the second generation following exposure to
the novel environment, when populations had declined below
their initial founding sizes. All migrants had spent a single generation on the challenging experimental medium to minimize
carryover of maternal effects from the standard medium. Populations assigned to the demographic rescue treatment received an
addition of immigrants to stabilize population size (∼20%
increase in numbers) using individuals from the same source
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Fig. 1. Proportion of initially small (founding size = 50, ○) or large (founding
size = 150, ●) experimental populations that went extinct during the experiment in the evolutionary rescue (no immigration), demographic rescue, genetic
rescue, and combined demographic and genetic (Dem + Gen) rescue treatments. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals for the estimated proportion.
In large populations, there were no extinctions in treatments that received any
immigration; extinctions occurred only in the evolutionary rescue treatment.
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Fig. 2. Population sizes of initially small (A; founding size = 50) or large (B; founding size = 150) populations through time. Due to environmental carryover
effects, populations first increased before declining sharply in the novel environment. One-time rescue treatments were initiated at the beginning of
generation 2 (note the population size increase for treatments receiving demographic inputs). Red lines indicate populations that went extinct, or had only
two individuals in generation 6.

Population Size. Following introduction into the challenging novel
environment, population sizes initially increased (due to carryover effects from the high-quality natal environment) and then
dropped dramatically (Fig. 2 A and B). By the last generation,
the extant populations that had grown above the initial founding
size were almost entirely those populations that received genetic
rescue (Fig. S1 and Tables S3 and S4). Variability in final population sizes was comparable across all four treatments in small
populations. In contrast, large populations receiving genetic
rescue either alone or in combination with demographic rescue
were the least variable, and demographic rescue reduced variation in population size relative to no immigrants (Fig. S2). There
was more variation in population size among small populations
than among large populations, except for large populations in
the evolutionary rescue treatment. Large populations in the
evolutionary rescue treatment were small, on average, and varied
considerably in size (Figs. S1 and S2).
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Intrinsic Fitness. The course of changes in intrinsic fitness following

rescue shows the difference in importance of different types of
migrants through time. Immediately following rescue (generation
3), intrinsic fitness was below 1; populations were declining.
However, demographic rescue slowed that decline (Fig. 3A;
change in deviance = 12.3, P = 0.002, Table S5). Our estimate of
intrinsic fitness is based on the growth rate from the rescued
population size to the subsequent census size, so higher fitness is
not a direct consequence of the increase in size but rather a reduction in positive density dependence (e.g., Allee effects) leading
to a slower decline. In generation 3, genetic rescue was already
more potent than demographic rescue (Fig. 3A; change in deviance = 73.0, P = 0.002, Table S5) and populations that received
genetic rescue grew. An interaction between demographic and
genetic rescue (Fig. 3B; change in deviance = 4.1, P = 0.05, Table
S6), shows that in generation 4, the combination of genetic and
demographic rescue reduced intrinsic fitness relative to genetic
rescue alone. In generation 5, this pattern persisted but the influence of demographic rescue began to lessen as fitness in genetic rescue treatments continued to increase. Populations that
Hufbauer et al.

had not received genetic rescue continued to decline or only to
increase slightly (Fig. 3C; change in deviance = 67.0, P = 0.002,
Table S7). In the sixth and final generation, intrinsic fitness of
the extant populations was above 1 for all treatments (Fig. 3D
and Fig. S3), indicating that populations were sufficiently
adapted to the novel environment to persist. Populations that received genetic rescue had the highest intrinsic fitness (change in
deviance = 44.3, P = 0.002, Table S8). Demographic rescue increased fitness of large, but not small, populations when alone, but
not when combined with genetic rescue (Fig. 3D; weak three-way
interaction between size, demographic rescue, and genetic rescue;
change in deviance = 3.19, P = 0.06, Table S8).
Discussion
Recent research shows clearly that evolutionary processes affect
ecological dynamics even over the course of a single generation
(30–32). Our results for the effect of immigration on the dynamics of small populations support these findings and their
application to rescuing vulnerable populations from extinction.
We found that in both small and large populations, any immigration reduced extinction rates and a combination of multiple
individuals (demographic rescue) with genetically distinct ones
(genetic rescue) reduced extinction the most. Genetic rescue
both alone and in combination with demographic rescue improved the outlook for long-term survival similarly in small and
large populations. We discuss the mechanisms at play for each
rescue type and population size combination below.
Evolutionary Rescue. Most experimental research on evolutionary

rescue from standing genetic variation has focused on organisms
that can reproduce asexually (e.g., yeast, bacteria), and much, although not all, has focused on quite large populations (e.g., ≥105
yeast cells) (19, 23). Adaptation from standing genetic variation
(along with additional variation entering via mutation) is common
in such large populations without the input of adaptive variation
from migration (10). Here, we tested whether small populations of
a diploid sexual species were able to adapt from standing genetic
variation. Whereas extinction was highest for populations that
did not receive migrants (20% overall), extant populations
successfully evolved an intrinsic fitness above 1, which is
sufficient for persistence in the challenging novel environment.
PNAS | August 18, 2015 | vol. 112 | no. 33 | 10559
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lowest extinction rate for populations that received combined
demographic and genetic rescue.
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The simplest explanation for the increase in intrinsic fitness is
adaptation to the novel habitat. The surviving populations largely
exhibited the predicted U-shaped curve (10, 21) proposed as indicative of evolutionary rescue (e.g., Figs. 2 and 3), where
populations initially decline when faced with a challenging environment and then rebound. Interestingly, the final sizes of large
and small populations in the evolutionary rescue treatment were
not significantly different from each other (Fig. S1), and estimates
of intrinsic fitness were also comparable (Fig. 3), indicating that
smaller and larger populations adapted to the same extent. This
similarity is somewhat unexpected, given that larger populations
should harbor greater genetic diversity, and thus selection should
be more efficient, leading to higher fitness (33).
Demographic Rescue. Populations that received only the demographic rescue treatment had a reduced extinction probability compared with those populations without migration. This finding
agrees with theory, which shows that stochastic fluctuations in
birth and death rates make smaller populations more vulnerable
to extinction compared with larger ones. The effect of demographic rescue on fitness was apparent just after migration, when it
significantly slowed the decline in the following generation. Additionally, demographic rescue had a long-term positive effect
(relative to evolutionary rescue) on the size of large populations
but not on the size of small populations (Fig. S1). The lack of
response of small populations to demographic rescue might be
fundamentally a matter of the founding size. We hypothesize that
demographic rescue did not increase population size enough to
reduce the influence of stochasticity in vital rates. Indeed, in large
populations, demographic rescue led to less variation in population sizes, but in small populations, stochasticity was not reduced
(Fig. S2). Nevertheless, population growth was positive in both
small and large populations in the novel environment by the end
of six generations, suggesting that the populations were adapting.
10560 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1504732112
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Fig. 3. Intrinsic fitness (maximum achievable fitness, in units of surviving offspring per individual)
of initially small (founding size = 50, ○) or large
(founding size = 150, ●) experimental populations.
The horizontal gray line shows a fitness of 1, corresponding to the population replacement rate. Error
bars show 95% confidence intervals. (A) In generation 3, demographic rescue significantly increased
intrinsic fitness (change in deviance = 12.3, P =
0.002, Table S5). (B) In generation 4, genetic rescue
increased fitness substantially (change in deviance =
73.0, P = 0.002, Table S6), and an interaction between genetic and demographic rescue highlights
that fitness is improved most when genetic rescue is
implemented alone (change in deviance = 4.1, P =
0.05, Table S6). (C) In generation 5, genetic rescue
remained potent (change in deviance = 67.0, P =
0.002, Table S7). (D) In generation 6, all populations
were increasing, and those populations that experienced genetic rescue were increasing the fastest
(change in deviance = 44.3, P = 0.002, Table S8). D + G,
demographic + genetic.

Genetic Rescue. Populations in the genetic rescue treatment had
both lower extinction risk and substantially higher intrinsic fitness
in the final generation. The reduction in extinction in this case was
not a direct demographic effect, but a reduction in the risk of
extinction as the population fitness increased, enabling population
growth. Microsatellite data confirmed that migrants’ alleles were
incorporated into experimental populations (SI Microsatellites,
Fig. S4). Two mechanisms underlie the potency of genetic rescue
in this experiment. First, as genetic migrants bred with individuals
from the experimental populations, inbreeding depression likely
would be reduced. The experimental populations are from a longterm laboratory lineage (Methods) similar to model organisms
used in other experimental evolution studies (34, 35). The fact
that adaptation from standing genetic variation (e.g., evolutionary
rescue) was common shows that they are by no means genetically
depauperate, but genetic variation is limited and inbreeding in the
form of sib-mating is known to reduce fitness (36). The rapid
increase in fitness following rescue supports the idea that a reduction in inbreeding depression contributed to genetic rescue.
Second, the immigrants also provided genetic variation that could
enhance adaptation to the novel environment. As noted above
(also SI Methods), the genetic rescue population experienced a
moderate reduction in fitness in the challenging experimental
environment, but maintained positive population growth. With
both potential reductions in inbreeding depression and increases
in adaptive variation combined, genetic rescue was quite dramatic,
increasing final population sizes of both small and large populations relative to the evolutionary rescue control. In practice,
individuals to use for rescue that are adapted to degraded environmental conditions are likely to be rare. However, genetic rescue
that alleviates inbreeding depression alone can be beneficial (6).
Future research should address the relative potency of alleviating
inbreeding depression vs. adding adaptive variation under different
contexts. Another issue to consider in implementing genetic rescue
Hufbauer et al.

Demographic and Genetic Rescue. Combining demographic and
genetic rescue reduced extinction risk more than the other treatments, but there was no apparent benefit to combining these
treatments with respect to final population sizes and intrinsic fitness
of surviving populations. Indeed, generation 4 (Fig. 3B) provides
evidence of a cost of combining the two types of rescue, in that
intrinsic fitness of populations given the combination was not as
high as intrinsic fitness of populations given just genetic rescue. This
finding suggests that demographic rescue swamped out the beneficial effects of genetic rescue. However, this pattern was lost in the
subsequent generations, as the positive effects of genetic rescue
fully emerged. Small and large populations responded similarly
whether genetic rescue was alone or combined with demographic
rescue. These results suggest that when populations are small
enough, the risk of imminent extinction is high, but that combining
demographic and genetic rescue can reduce extinction risk without
sacrificing the long-term benefits of genetic rescue.
Minimizing extinction risk of small populations while enhancing
their ability to adapt to a changing environment will depend on a
number of factors, including population size, standing genetic variation, numbers and identity of migrants available for rescue, the
strength of selection, and stochasticity inherent to the system. Our
model system cannot address all of these factors, but we believe
experiments like ours are an important step in understanding how
to reduce extinction risk and promote adaptation. In cases where
maintaining the distinct genetic characteristics of a population is
vital, despite inbreeding depression, implementing demographic
rescue can at least reduce the risk of imminent extinction, giving a
population time to adapt from standing genetic variation. If management aims at a viable population to fulfill ecological functions
rather than a locally pure one, implementing genetic rescue is
preferable. Infusion of genetic material from even a few individuals
can provide the necessary variation to reduce inbreeding depression
and increase adaptation, greatly improving the outlook for longterm persistence. Our findings contribute to the growing evidence
of the benefits of genetic rescue in conservation (7).

Methods
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Model System. Our experiments used T. castaneum from laboratory populations maintained in 4 × 4 × 6-cm enclosures (patches) partly filled with
30 mL of flour and yeast medium by volume, at 31 °C and 54 ± 14% relative
humidity. Stock populations were maintained at a large size (2,000 individuals) in a standard medium of 95% wheat flour with 5% brewer’s yeast
(in 20 containers holding 30 mL media, comprised of 28.5 mL wheat flour
and 1.5 mL brewer’s yeast, mixed every generation). Experimental populations came from a long-term laboratory strain named “RR” used in other
studies (28, 36, 37). Migrants were from a strain more recently collected from
the wild (∼15 generations before use), called “SF,” also used in another
study (36). We controlled the life history of the populations to mimic a
seasonally breeding organism with discrete generations (28), a life history
widespread among animals and plants. At the start of each generation,
adults were placed in patches with fresh medium and allowed to lay eggs for
24 h. Adults were then removed and discarded, and eggs were allowed to
develop through larval and pupal stages to adulthood over 35 d. At that
point, we sifted the medium to remove and census adults, which were then
used to initiate the following generation.
Experiment. We challenged experimental populations of T. castaneum with a
harsh medium that consisted of only 2.85% wheat flour, 97% corn flour, and
0.15% brewers yeast (28.1 mL corn flour, 0.855 mL wheat flour, 0.045 mL
brewer’s yeast in each 30 mL patch) to mimic quick environmental deterioration. This diet results in a growth rate of the RR strain that would lead
to extinction, whereas the growth rate of the SF strain on this challenging
medium was less than the growth rate on the standard medium but would

Hufbauer et al.

not cause deterministic extinction (SI Methods and Table S1). Thus, the migrants could provide genetic variation relevant to adaptation to the environment. Lower population growth rates in the harsh environment are likely
due to both the novel carbohydrate source and the reduced nutrient
availability. This combination leads to slower development time, preventing
some individuals from contributing to the next generation, or greater cannibalism rates, increasing density-dependent mortality. Adaptation to a
novel carbohydrate and reduced nutrient availability can occur through the
evolution of reduced body size, faster development time, or increased
cannibalism, as well as potentially through physiological adaptations (38).
Populations were initiated with 50 or 150 beetles (herein referred to as small
and large populations), with large populations housed in three patches, so
that initial density effects were comparable between the small and large
population sizes, isolating differences in stochasticity from direct density
effects. We implemented the experiment in two temporal blocks 2 d apart.
For both blocks, at the beginning of the second generation of the experiment, the rescue treatments outlined below were imposed a single time.
Experimental populations were followed for six generations, and thus four
generations following the one-time rescue event. Stock colonies to supply
immigrants for rescue were reared on the experimental medium for a single
generation before use, so that their effects would be directly demographic
and genetic and not a consequence of their maternal environment.
We imposed a factorial rescue design crossing two levels of demographic
inputs (present/absent) with two levels of genetic inputs (present/absent).
Our four treatments were as follows:
i) An “evolutionary rescue treatment” received no immigrants, so as to
evaluate the ability of the experimental populations to adapt from
standing genetic variation.
ii) The “demographic rescue treatment” entailed immigration of multiple
individuals to stabilize population size close to the original founding
size. The number of individuals to be added was calculated by taking
the geometric mean of population sizes in generation 2 and subtracting
it from the founding population sizes. Thus, 11 and 29 individuals were
added to small and large populations, respectively, in the first block,
and a few more (13, 33) were added in the second block because populations were slightly smaller for that block at the time of treatment.
Because we added the same number of individuals to each population
experiencing demographic rescue within a block and population size
combination, experimental populations could have been either below
or above their founding size after rescue. Immigrants for demographic
rescue were from RR, the same source population as the experimental
populations; thus, this treatment altered the demography, although not
markedly changing the genetic composition.
iii) The “genetic rescue treatment” entailed immigration of a single (small
population) or three (large population) individuals from SF, which
replaced an equal number of haphazardly chosen residents. The number
of genetic rescue individuals was chosen so that the migration rate
would be well below the one migrant per generation, which is a theoretical lower end for maintaining genetic cohesiveness among populations (reviewed in 29). This migrant theoretically could mask genetic
load, thereby reducing inbreeding depression, or it could provide variation that would facilitate adaptation to the environment without altering the demographics of the experimental populations. The sex of
the migrant was unknown, and females likely had mated already with
SF males; however, due to sperm precedence, sperm from subsequent
matings with beetles from the experimental populations were likely to
produce outcrossed offspring (39). The unknown sex and mating status
of the migrant beetles are likely to have increased variation in responses
to rescue, and thus increase the robustness of our results.
iv) The “demographic plus genetic rescue treatment” combined demographic
rescue with genetic rescue, enabling us to test explicitly for interactions between them. For example, a small population from the first block would have
received a total of 11 migrants, 10 from RR and a single migrant from SF.
We initiated from 27 to 32 populations of each of the treatment combinations for a total of 244 experimental populations. As population size
changed, small populations remained in one box, whereas large populations
generally remained in three boxes, but they were put in only two boxes or one box
if their populations fell below 60 or below 50, respectively. Reducing the number of
boxes as population size dropped allowed us to isolate the effect of population size
better from the effect of density. In each generation, all individuals in large
populations were mixed and individuals were split evenly between the boxes.
Statistical Analyses. A main goal of adding migrants to a small population is to
prevent extinctions; thus, we examined whether the probability of extinction
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is that in some populations, outbreeding depression (7) or migration of individuals adapted to different environments (22, 23) may
reduce rather than increase fitness. Understanding the relative
balance of all these factors using both mathematical and biological
models should improve the success rates of genetic rescue.

varied by rescue type. Extinction was evaluated using a generalized linear mixed
model (40) with a binomial distribution and a logit link. Factors in the model
were initial population size (a categorical variable with two levels, small and
large), demographic rescue treatment (present/absent), genetic rescue treatment (present/absent), and the interaction between demographic and genetic
rescue treatments as fixed effects, with temporal block as a random effect.
Three populations of size 1 and three populations of size 2 in the final generation were scored as extinct (pseudoextinct). Because the only extinctions
among large founding populations were in a single treatment (evolutionary
rescue), there was no variance in extinction among the other treatments; thus,
the data were perfectly predicted for some treatment combinations (the
complete separation phenomenon) (41), and an explicit interaction between
founding size and the rescue treatments could not be included.
We compared the final size of extant populations using a linear mixed model,
log-transforming population size to improve normality of the residuals. Fixed and
random factors in the model were as described for extinction. Variability in
population sizes might also be of interest to natural resource managers, because
extreme fluctuations could increase long-term extinction risk. We calculated
coefficients of variation (CV = SD/mean) for population sizes at the end of the
experiment and compared variability across treatments by estimating a 95%
confidence interval using the adjusted bootstrap percentile method (42).
We estimated intrinsic fitness of the experimental groups by fitting a
generalized Ricker model with an Allee effect:


ln


Nt+1
= a + bNt + c lnðNt Þ,
Nt

where a = ln(R), b = −α, and c = θ − 1. We fitted the linearized model as a
linear mixed model, with the response ln(Nt+1/Nt) as a function of population density at generation t and ln(density at generation t). Fixed and
random experimental factors in the model were as described for extinction.
Intrinsic fitness was calculated as the growth rate at the maximum (i.e.,
stationary point) of the estimated growth rate curve for each treatment (Fig.
S3). Confidence intervals for intrinsic fitness were estimated by parametric
bootstrapping using the adjusted bootstrap percentile method (42).

where Nt+1 is population density (beetles per container) in the final generation,
Nt is density in the previous generation, R is low-density fitness achieved in the
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Nt+1 = RNtθ e−αNt ,
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absence of an Allee effect, θ models the Allee effect (positive density dependence at low density), and α is the effect of negative density dependence.
The Ricker model describes the biology of this system well (28). Furthermore,
this model can be linearized by a logarithmic transformation as follows:
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